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The time has come for us to express our deepest appreciation and respect to the 30 contributors of this edition. Their knowledge, expertise and experience are evident in every line of this edition. It sounds typical, but it is the ultimate truth. Every edition is just an outlet, where the world of ideas is seeking a fertile ground. And this ground is not self-admiring. It requires the interest and insights of people. Hence our profound thank you goes to our readers in academia, industry, government, and in society in general.

It is also typical to acknowledge the publishers and all the supporting staff in all the stages of the book production. But in IGI Global, we have found more than just publishers and excellent professionals. We have found great supporters of a shared vision to develop books/editions and knowledge for a highly demanding society. So Dear Mehdi, Jan, Kristin, Jessica, Anthony, Meg, please accept our warmest compliments for your encouragement and inspiration. You prove to us every day that IGI Global is not only a high quality publishing organization but also a community that cares for its people.

If you judge the type of our “job” then you have to admit from the beginning that editing books is not an income generating case. We must laugh when we go to DHL with a bulk package of all the required materials for the book and they ask us to pay about 250-300 euros for sending them to the United States. We are joking and saying that with this money one of us could fly in person to the States. But when we have posted the package, the Ithaca is there and we really enjoyed the trip, so our only real anxiety is to open our book to our audiences. So, once again, the journey was full of exciting experiences and we are really grateful to all the people that stand by us.

We are looking forward to the next one.
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